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• we test the performance of a nanofluid-based tubular DASC
• we alter the flow rate, the concentrations of nanoparticles, and the irradiation
• DASC demonstrates up to 38% better performance than an opaque collector
• we elucidate internals of DASC using the CFD
• we report details of nanofluid lifecycle in DASC
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Abstract
Direct absorption solar collectors (DASC) with nanofluid represent a new direction in solar thermal
technology that is simpler yet more efficient than conventional equipment. In this work, we report
details of performance for a custom tubular DASC with a carbon-based nanofluid. The collector
was tested experimentally following a standard procedure and using a multiphase CFD-model of the
device. The experiments were carried out in a range of flow rates 2...10 l/min, nanoparticle concen-
trations 0.0015...0.082%wt., temperature differences (up to 29.3 degrees), and radiant heat fluxes. We
found that, at a particle concentration of 0.01%, the collector demonstrated the average thermal effi-
ciency of 80%. For the comparable temperature differences, the efficiency of DASC was 5.8...37.9%
higher than a collector with similar geometry but a surface absorption of light energy.

The CFD-model, validated against our experiments, depicts flow patterns in the DASC focusing on
nanoparticles’ deposition. Less than 5% of particles deposit under local flow restrictions at flows above
6 l/min. The deposition patterns from the CFD-model correlate to the experimental observations.

1. Introduction1

Solar energy has been showing sustainable development2

over the past decades. According to the data presented in the3

annual status report of the Bureau REN21 [1], at the end of4

2019, the total capacity of solar power plants was 1 112.25

GW. Of this amount, 627 GW (56.4%) was electric power6

generated by solar photovoltaic plants, 6.2 GW (0.5%) was7

thermal power generated by solar concentrating systems, and8

479 GW (43.1%) was thermal power from the solar collec-9

tors. The latter technology provides the most efficient so-10

lar energy collection and is considered an important source11

of renewable energy. According to the International Energy12

Agency, the world‘s annual growth of solar thermal supply13

is 10.9% [2]. This is the 4tℎ emerging renewable market after14

photovoltaics (PV), wind, and biogas.15

Due to its high thermal efficiency, solar thermal gener-16

ation works not only in the tropics but much further to the17

north in countries that are stereotypically distinguished by a18

lower solar energy potential. In fact, the technology is com-19

mon in Scandinavia with over 1 GWtℎ solar collector capac-20

ities installed [3] and also in Canada which accommodates21
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around 400 MWtℎ of solar thermal facilities [3].22

The use of solar collectors in northern conditions raises23

problems concerning their efficiency and capital costs. In24

cold climates, solar collectors experience increased thermal25

leaks into the environment and an associated decrease of26

thermal efficiency. For the sustainable development of so-27

lar thermal energy in cold environments, it is necessary to28

improve the existing standard technology.29

The main operating principle of conventional collectors30

is the convective transfer of heat from the receiver surface31

by the circulating fluid. The receiver, heated by solar radi-32

ation, is tailored in terms of thermal absorption and insula-33

tion. The disadvantage of such a system is the overheating of34

the receiver surface relative to the circulated coolant, which35

enhances thermal leaks into the environment. Many meth-36

ods have been considered for optimising the design of solar37

collectors, aimed at reducing heat losses and increasing the38

heat transfer coefficient of the working fluid [4–11]. A novel39

and promising way to boost the efficiency of the collectors40

is to utilise nanofluids. The nanofluids in solar collectors in-41

crease the heat transfer coefficients compared to traditionally42

used water or water-glycol solutions. An alternative way to43

increase the performance of solar-to-thermal energy conver-44

sion systems is the joint use of direct absorption collectors45
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Nomenclature

A area [m2] C coefficients
Cp specific heat [J/kgK] d particle size [m]
Dp pipe diameter [m] DB diffusion coefficient [m2/s]
e enthalpy [J/kg] F ,M force [N/m3]
g acceleration due to gravity [m/s2] G radiant heat [W/m2]
k thermal conductivity [W/mK] Kn Knudsen number
kb Boltzmann constant [J/K] l lightpath [m]
m mass [kg] ṁ mass flow [kg/s]
n number density [1/m3] p pressure [Pa]
q internal heat generation [W/m3] r reflectance
s length of the pipes [m] t time [s]
T temperature [K] T shear stress [Pa/m]
v velocity [m/s] x mass fraction
Greek symbols
� volume fraction � Kronecker‘s function
� extinction coefficient [1/m] � viscosity [Pa⋅s]
� density [kg/m3] � Prandtl number
� reduced temperature � thermal efficiency
Subscripts, superscripts
a ambient D drag
eff effective f final
i inlet in initial
l liquid L lift
nf nanofluid p particle
tℎ thermophoresis t turbulent
vm virtual mass

with a nanofluid [12, 13]. Direct absorption solar collector46

(DASC) is a collector with a transparent receiver that allows47

for solar thermal energy to be absorbed directly by the work-48

ing fluid.49

Multiple studies have been carried out to examine the50

properties of solar radiation absorption by nanofluids of dif-51

ferent compositions. These studies aimed to determine the52

absorption coefficients of visible, IR, and UV radiation in53

nanofluids, determining the integral indicators of thermal ra-54

diation absorption, the dynamics of nanofluid samples heat-55

ing, and the temperature distribution in them during pho-56

tothermal heating [14–20]. In theseworks, nanofluids demon-57

strate an advantage over the dispersing media, i.e., the base58

fluid. However, there are very few works that consider the59

practical implementation of nanofluids in DASC.60

The volumetric absorption of solar energy in a water-61

glycol solution of Indian ink containing fine carbon parti-62

cles was experimentally investigated in [21]. In this work,63

a spiral tubular DASC demonstrated thermal efficiency up64

to 77% when the concentration of ink was 3 g/l. The effi-65

ciency of the "black water"-based solar collector was com-66

pared with the efficiency of the water-based flat-plate solar67

collector, which was not, however, optimised for commer-68

cial use. The "black water" collector had up to 30% higher69

thermal efficiency than the flat-plate collector. The study by70

Minardi and Chuang is missing important aspects of the col-71

lector performance. Namely, the sensitivity of the process72

regarding the flow through the collector was not considered,73

nor did the authors investigate the deposition of the ink par-74

ticles, which were obviously sized by several micrometers.75

The paper [22] presents the experimental and numerical76

study of the DASC thermal efficiency. Nanofluids based on77

Texatherm oil with particles of TiO2, Al2O3, Ag, Cu, SiO2,78

C are considered in this work. Nanofluids were pumped79

through a lab-scale cylindrical DASC (10 cm x 2,5 cm), ir-80

radiated by the light of halogen lamps with a maximum in-81

tensity of up to 8000 W/m2. The flow rates varied from82

9.5 ml/min to 47.5 ml/min. It was found that nanofluids83

based on carbon, silver, and aluminum oxide particles in-84

crease the thermal efficiency of DASC the most. Hence, by85

using nanofluids with 0.01% vol. carbon particles or 0.5%86

aluminum oxide particles, the efficiency increases by 22.787
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and 17.5%, respectively, relative to the efficiency of the same88

collector without nanoparticles but with the black coating of89

the inner surface of the glass. The authors stated that the90

efficiency strongly depended on the light flux and the flow91

rate. The concentration of particles affects the temperature92

distribution inside the collector, so it is necessary to avoid an93

intense overheating of nanofluid surface layers at high con-94

centrations of particles. The influence of particle concentra-95

tion on the DASC thermal efficiency was not considered.96

The study by Gupta et al. [23] considers a flat direct ab-97

sorption collector with an aqueous nanofluid based on par-98

ticles of aluminum oxide Al2O3. As a result of their exper-99

iments, the maximum increase in the thermal efficiency of100

DASC when using a nanofluid with a particle concentration101

of 0.005% was 39.6% compared to the case of using pure102

water.103

The article by Karami et al. [24] considers a flat DASC.104

A nanofluid with copper oxide particles based on a water-105

glycol solution (70% water + 30% ethylene glycol) was sta-106

bilised by polyvinylpyrrolidone. The ratio of the surfactant107

mass to the particle mass was 1:4. The nanofluid was dis-108

persed for 60 minutes with an ultrasonic probe. It was found109

that nanofluid increases the DASC efficiency by 17% at a110

flow rate of 90 l/h and 100 ppm concentration of nanoparti-111

cles. The authors also compared nanofluid-operated DASC,112

theDASCwith a blackened back surface and the base fluid as113

a working fluid. It has been found that the use of nanofluid-114

based DASC had 7...7.8% higher thermal efficiency. The115

next paper from this group [25] reports experiments with116

the same DASC. Water-glycol nanofluids (70:30) with car-117

bon nanotubes at concentrations from 0 to 100 ppm were118

used. The experiments were carried out by irradiating the119

collector with solar radiation. The nanofluid flow rates var-120

ied from 0.9 to 1.5 l/min. As follows from the experiments,121

the collector with nanofluid demonstrates thermal efficiency122

up to 89.3%, which was higher than 45% obtained for the123

base case with a blackened back surface. In this work, the124

authors did not find the values of the flow rate and particle125

concentration (or their combination), resulting in the high-126

est efficiency of the collector. Instead, it was only indicated127

how changes in the flow rate and the concentration affect the128

collector efficiency.129

AflatDASCusing nanofluid based on graphene nanohorns130

and deionised water was investigated in the work [26]. The131

nanofluid was prepared by dispersing nanohorns in water132

using ultrasound. Nanofluids made it possible to increase133

the collector efficiency by 23.3% compared to the base fluid.134

The optimum particle concentration was 0.005 wt%. and the135

flow rate was 0.015 kg/s. The thermal efficiency of a collec-136

tor with nanofluid reached 93% when the temperature on the137

inlet of the collector was equal to the temperature of the en-138

vironment.139

Li et al. [27] consider a solar collector using water-based140

nanofluids and nanofluids based on Terminol 55 with multi-141

walled carbon nanotubes. The nanotubeswere functionalised142

with potassium persulfate. The design of the collector is no-143

table as a low-profile concentrating tubular model is con-144

sidered. Interesting experimental results were obtained in145

the study. A solar collector using nanofluid as a volumet-146

ric absorber demonstrated lower thermal efficiency than a147

collector with blackened absorber tubes (black chrome re-148

ceiver) and the base fluid. The efficiency of the nanofluid-149

based collector was lower by 14%...21%. According to the150

authors, one of the reasons for this result is that DASC had151

higher heat losses due to the high emissivity of the absorber152

surface and the absence of an anti-reflective coating.153

Gorji and Ranjbar [28] presented the efficiency study of154

a lab-scale DASC. Three types of aqueous nanofluids with155

silver, magnetite, and graphite particles were used as work-156

ing fluids. The collector was irradiated with artificial ther-157

mal radiation using a halogen lamp. As a result of the tests,158

the use of nanofluids instead of water leads to an increase159

in the thermal efficiency of the collector up to 90%, while160

the efficiency of the water-based collector for the same flow161

parameters show only about 30%.162

A flat direct absorption collector using a nanofluid with163

gold particles was described in the work [29]. The nanofluid164

was synthesised by a chemical method from an aqueous so-165

lution of chloroauric acid. It was found that the use of nano-166

fluid increases the thermal efficiency of the DASC collector167

up to 31% compared with the case of using pure water as a168

working fluid.169

Many of the reviewed studies that presented the advan-170

tages of nanofluids in DASC did not compare energy ab-171

sorption in nanofluids with opaque/blackened surfaces but172

in comparison to the nanofluid-DASC case with the DASC173

with the transparent base fluid. It is obvious that a "colored"174

fluid absorbs more heat. The presented studies also show175

that the efficiency of DASC depends mostly on several fac-176

tors: the type and concentration of particles, the flow rate,177

and the temperature difference between the fluid and the en-178

vironment. The combinations of these factors and their influ-179
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ence on the thermal efficiency of DASC are not thoroughly180

studied in the mentioned contributions.181

In the present work, we consider the effect of a wide182

range of the process parameters and their combination on the183

thermal efficiency of DASC with nanofluid based on multi-184

walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) and we compare them185

with the caseswhen an equally-sized opaque receiver is used.186

In addition, our work is aimed at a detailed theoretical de-187

scription of the prototype using a multiphase CFD model188

that provides insight into flow patterns and describes how189

the nanoparticles deposit in the collector. We validate the190

model with the produced experimental data.191

2. Experiments192

2.1. Nanofluid193

In this study, the nanofluid consisted of multi-walled car-194

bon nanotubes (MWCNTs) dispersed in a water-ethanol base195

(10%wt.) used to enable operation of DASC at ambient tem-196

peratures down to -6◦C. The selected minimum temperature197

corresponds to mid-season conditions in northern countries.198

The nanotubes were stabilised in the base using 0.1%wt. so-199

dium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). The use of SDS is a simple and200

well-studied method for stabilising carbon-based nanofluids201

[30, 31]. The nanofluid was protected from the formation of202

foam using 0.4%wt. of a commercial defoamer "FoamStop"203

from Kärcher.204

The nanotubes at concentrations 0.0015...0.082% were205

dispersed in the base using the two-step method. The com-206

mercial MWCNTs Dealtom were purchased from Nanotech-207

nology Center (Moscow, Russia) [32]. The inner diameter of208

nanotubes is 13.3±0.45 nm, and the external diameters are209

49.3±0.45 nm or 72.0±0.45 nm. A rough estimate of max-210

imum length is 5 �m. The microscopic images of the tubes211

obtained by means of scanning electron microscopy (SEM)212

are presented in Figure 1.213

We produced the nanofluid in several stages. At first, the214

required mass of the dry nanotubes was mixed with the dis-215

tilled water, ethanol, and SDS and then sonicated for 1 hour216

in an ultrasonic bath VBS-27D from Vilitek at 600 W and217

40 kHz. The nanoparticles and the surfactant were dosed218

with accuracy ±1 mg using the FC-50 analytical scale. Af-219

ter the ultrasonic treatment, the defoamer was dissolved in220

the nanofluid by gently shaking the sample. The full load221

of our DASC was 9 kg, so the respective batch of the nano-222

fluid was produced for each particle concentration. Further,223

 

 

A 

B 

Figure 1: SEM images of multi-wall carbon nanotubes Deal-
tom (RPE "Nanotechnology Center") with x20 000 (A) and
x3 300 magnification (B)

the nanofluid was kept in a static condition for 24 hours for224

the gravitational separating of non-Brownian agglomerates.225

After separation, the nanofluid was gently poured over to an226

empty tank, and the deposit of particles was left in the con-227

taminated vessel. Drying the deposit we obtained the mass228

of the settled particles and re-calculated the concentration229

that was left in the nanofluid.230

In Fig.2 we present how the final concentration of the231

nanoparticles xf depends on the initial concentration xin.232

We read from the figure that there is a linear dependence233

between the initial particle concentration and the concentra-234

tion after separation. The average fraction of the deposited235

particles was 60±10% for the considered initial concentra-236

tions. In addition, we studied how the amount of surfactant237

affects the deposition. It was observed that the fraction of the238

deposited particles decreased when the ratio of the mass of239
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Figure 2: Evolution of nanoparticle concentration due to set-
tling for different initial MWCNT concentrations

the surfactant to the mass of the particles mSDS∕mMWCNT240

is increased. According to obtained results, 48...60% of de-241

posited particles are observed atmSDS /mMWCNT<12.5. This242

number reduces to 20% at mSDS /mMWCNT=50.243

Despite the positive effect of increasing the SDS ratio244

and particle mass shown in this study, it is worth noting that245

an optimal range of surfactant concentration exists. Low246

SDS concentrations do not provide enoughmolecules to build247

spatial structures around graphene particles that reliably pre-248

vent agglomeration. At high concentrations of SDS, the pro-249

cess of micelle formation is activated, leading to the agglom-250

eration of SDS molecules attached to the particles and, re-251

spectively, bridging the particles [30]. According to our es-252

timates, the formation of micelles in the nanofluids of the253

present composition must be observed at SDS concentra-254

tions above 0.17% wt.[33].255

The produced nanofluids demonstrated stability at least256

six months after experiments: the nanofluid bulk remains257

homogeneous, without visible stratification. The samples258

of nanofluids at different MWCNT concentrations are de-259

picted in Fig.S1 of the Supplementary Materials. A small260

deposit of particles was formed in nanofluids with relatively261

high concentrations (0.020%, 0.082%) after about a month262

in static condition.263

Asmentioned above, the optimum concentrations of sur-264

factants exist. At this concentration, the nanofluid maintains265

the least possible agglomeration of particles. The optimum266

concentration of SDS depends on the type and concentration267

of particles and the type of base fluid. Thus, taking into ac-268

count the value of the critical micelle concentration for our269

nanofluids and the desire to keep the surfactant mass higher270

than the particle mass for reliable absorption at the particle271

surface, we set the concentration of SDS equal 0.1%.272

The characterisation of the developed nanofluids inclu-273

ded the analysis of in-situ particle size distribution. Fig.274

3 shows the DLS-analysis results performed using Malvern275

Zetasizer Nano ZS. The scattering light (He-Ne laser, 632.8276

nm) was collected at a 173◦ scattering angle at 25 ◦C. The277

samples were studied less than 24 hours after the deposits278

were removed from the nanofluid. As can be seen in Fig.279

3, the average size of agglomerates almost independent of280

concentration and just slightly increases with the growth of281

particle concentration. The average size of agglomerates is282

in the range 209...230 nm.283

In supplementary tests, the transmittance of nanofluid284

layers of variable thickness was studied for two wavelength285

ranges 400...1100 nm and 1000...1700 nm. The measure-286

ment of the light absorption was carried out for the freshly287

prepared nanofluids. The details of the experiment are pre-288

sented in the Supplementary Materials (see Figs.S.2-S.3).289

Basing on the measured transmission, we determined that290

the extinction coefficient �nf varied in the range 220...1255291

m−1 for the experimental MWCNT concentrations. The ex-292

tinction coefficients for different initial mass fractions of the293

particles are presented in Table 1. In the table, they are294

shown separately for two parts of the spectrum: 400...1100295

nm (I) and 1100...1700 nm (II).296

xin [%] 0.000 0.008 0.010 0.020 0.050 0.100
�nf ,I [1/m] 25 220 201 522 709 1222
�nf ,II [1/m] 161 378 401 664 804 1255

Table 1: Extinction coefficient of the nanofluids

2.2. Direct absorption solar collector297

The nanofluid was tested in a lab-scale prototype DASC298

of tubular type. The experimental rig is schematically pre-299

sented in Fig. 4.300

The system included the DASC, which consisted of 8301

glass tubes connected in series. The tubes were made of302

borosilicate glass 3.3 "SIMAX", ∅22 × 1.8 mm, the length303

of the tubes is 1500 mm. The tubes were connected using304

seven 180◦ copper bends. The distance between the axes of305

the tubes is 35mm. The DASCwasmounted at a rectangular306

frame with a total area of 0.49 m2. The frame was inclined307

by an elevation angle of 45◦. An insulating bed of ceramic308

fibre with the thermal conductivity of ≈ 0.2 W/(m⋅K) was309

mounted on the frame. The bottoms of the glass tubes were310
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Figure 3: Particle size distribution for different concentra-
tion of MWCNTs in nanofluid
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Figure 4: Schematic image of the direct absorption solar col-
lector. Front view (A) and side view (B)

immersed into the fibre. The centrifugal pumpMulti 14000E311

from Sicce with a closed impeller was used for pumping the312

nanofluid. The air-cooled tubular heat exchanger Luzar LRc313

01080 with a fan regulated by pulse-width modulation was314

used for cooling the nanofluid after its heating in DASC. The315

experimental rig was located in a hermetic pallet to avoid316

possible nanofluid leaks to the environment.317

During the experiments, the temperatures of liquid and318

ambient air were measured by K-type thermocouples con-319

nected to the digital thermometer Center 309 (0.1 ◦C,±(0.3%320

+ 1 ◦C)). The nanofluid heating was measured by a custom-321

made differential T-type thermocouple connected to anAPPA322

207 multimeter (1 �V, ±(0.06% + 2 �V)). The calibration323

dependence of the differential thermocouple was obtained324

in separate tests. The thermocouple‘s beads were soldered325

into the wall of the brass fittings placed at the inlet and outlet326

tubes of the collector. The rotary flowmeter YF-S201 (0.07327

l/min, ±10%) was used to control the flow rate. The flowme-328

ter was connected to Arduino digital plate and calibrated in329

separate tests. Three halogen lamps (Osram Haloline Pro,330

400 W) were used for the simulation of radiate heating at an331

area-average light flux of 915 W/m2 and 500 W/m2. Before332

averaging, the spatial distribution of thermal radiation was333

measured by LS 122 IR from Shenzhen Linshang in fifteen334

points by length for each glass tube. The units of the rig were335

inter-connected by flexible hoses, which were insulated ther-336

mally by polyurethane foamwith the thermal conductivity of337

≈ 0.03 W/(m⋅K).338

The experiments aimed to determine the positive tem-339

perature difference over DASC (i.e. heating of the fluid) for340

an altering flow rate (2...10 l/min), MWCNT concentration,341

irradiation, and temperature drop between the DASC and en-342

vironment. In addition, to compare with a standard case of343

surface absorption, we conducted a test when the tubes were344

coated with black matt aluminum foil. Distilled water was345

used in the opaque system along width a reference test with346

transparent tubes.347

The experiments were carried out in several steps. We348

filled the entire flow loop with nanofluid of the required con-349

centration. The forced circulation of the liquid started at the350

maximum flow rate of 10 l/min; the lamps were switched on351

the full power simultaneously. The stabilisation of the set-up352

to a thermal steady-state condition began after the liquid was353

10◦C warmer than the environment. The stabilisation was354

achieved by steering the fan and the flow through the radia-355

tor via the by-pass line. The temperatures and the flow rates356

were recorded after the thermal stabilisation. The data was357

recorded for 5-10 minutes. The next measurement was done358

by reducing the flow rate incrementally by 2 l/min, altering359

the cooling to set the same temperature difference, and wait-360

ing for the new steady-state condition. The equivalent series361

of experiments were run for the temperature differences of362
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20◦C and 30◦C . Then the pump and the lamps were turned363

off, and the set-up cooled down to the ambient temperature.364

After the cooling, the lamp power was decreased, and the365

described measurements were repeated. At the final stage366

of the experimental set, the set-up was emptied and cleaned.367

The cleaning procedure is described below. A new nano-368

fluid with another concentration was further charged in the369

rig and underwent the same procedures.370

An important parameter that characterises the performance371

of solar collectors is thermal efficiency. Following the stan-372

dard methodology described in Duffie [34], the thermal effi-373

ciency was determined as the ratio of the absorbed thermal374

power in the DASC to the radiated power at the surface of375

the tubes of the test section:376

�nf =
ṁCpΔT
GA

, (1)

where ṁ, Cp, ΔT are the mass flow rate, specific heat377

and the heating of the fluid, G is the irradiation with A as378

the irradiated area of glass tubes. Due to the low number of379

nanoparticles, the equivalent thermal properties of the na-380

nofluid were set as for the base fluid and were taken from381

[35, 36]. This simplification corresponds to the third-party382

experiments on the characterisation of thermal properties of383

MWCNT-based nanofluids [37–39]. In our work, the con-384

centrations of nanoparticles are low and so the modification385

of properties in negligible.386

3. CFD model387

A supplementary multiphase CFD model of the experi-388

ment was developed to provide better insight into flow pat-389

terns and estimate the deposition of nanoparticles in the flow390

system. The model was built using the commercial CFD391

package STAR-CCM+ from Siemens (v.13.06.012) whose392

standard multiphase two-fluid Eulerian model was extended393

in-house.394

3.1. Mesh and boundaries395

The geometry of the model reproduces the entire tubular396

section of DASC. The geometry was discretised in the radial397

direction using 3.4 mm3 polyhedral control volumes. The398

computational mesh is presented in Fig.5. To set Y+<1,399

as required by the turbulence model, the mesh was refined400

near walls with a 0.15-mm thick subsurface consistent with401

6 layers of prism cells. The grid of the straight tubes was402

coarsened downflow via 3-mm anisotropic stretching of the403

cells. There were about 1 770 000 cells in the model.404

The mesh size was determined after the mesh-sensitivity405

analysis using twice finer and 80% coarser grid sizes. The406

finermesh resulted in a∼4% average discrepancy of themain407

flow patterns relative to the present case but with a signifi-408

cantly higher wall time. The coarser mesh deviated by about409

11%. The boundary conditions included the standard in-

Figure 5: Computational mesh
410

let with the prescribed velocity, volume fraction, turbulent411

properties, and temperature. The pressure outlet set zero412

gradients of volume fraction and temperature. The no-slip413

boundary condition was used at the walls together with the414

standard wall functions of the k-epsilon turbulence model.415

The thermal condition at the wall was complex and de-416

pended on two simulated alternatives: opaque black tubes or417

volumetric absorption in transparent DASC. The top half of418

the tubes is subjected to thermal radiation and returns heat419

to the environment. Several thermal leaks are incorporated420

in the model: a reflection from the pipes, convective and ra-421

diate thermal loss to the air. The reflection was determined422

experimentally as 10% for the opaque tubes and 5% for the423

transparent tubes. The radiation from the collector was mod-424

eled as in Bårdsgård et al. [40] via Stefan-Boltzmann’s law425

with emissivity of 0.8 and 0.96 for the opaque and transpar-426

ent cases, respectively. The coefficient of heat transfer for427

natural convection of air at an inclined surface is computed428

following Rohsenow et al. [41]. This method is cumber-429

some. We present it in the Supplementary Materials.430

The bottom part of the tubes is considered adiabatic for431

the opaque case. This condition is not entirely valid when432

the radiation penetrates the fluids and meets the thermal in-433

sulation. In this case, as determined experimentally, 55% of434

the flux is reflected back to the fluid. The rest is accumu-435

lated in the insulation layer, which is again set as a heat flux436

condition at the bottom half of the transparent DASC.437
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Another important detail of the process is the tempera-438

ture of the surrounding air, which is not constant along the439

collector. As derived from our thermal analysis, the convec-440

tive layer of air is formed in the gap between the lamps and441

the top surface of the tubes. The lamps and the associated442

frames formed an additional aerodynamic resistance driving443

the air along the tubes. The resulting ambient temperature at444

the top of the collector was about 3◦C higher than the value445

measured at the sensor. In experiments, the sensor was lo-446

cated in the gap between lamps and tubes, at the lower third447

of the collector’s length. Therefore, the ambient tempera-448

ture in the model was presented by the linear interpolation449

between the control point and the top of the DASC.450

3.2. Model description451

The nanofluid is modelled following the formulation of452

Gidaspow‘s Model A [42] where two inter-penetrating flu-453

ids sharing the same pressure are described by two separate454

systems of Navier-Stokes equations. The continuity reads455

[40]:456

D(�i�i)
Dt

= 0, (2)

where D..∕Dt is the substantial derivative, �i and �i are the457

volume fraction and the density of itℎ phase, i = p stands for458

particles and i = l for base fluid; �l+�p=1.459

D(�i�ivi)
Dt

= −�i∇p + �i
(

Ti + Tti
)

+

+ �i�ig +Mi,j + �i,pFtℎ, (3)

In Eq.3 v is the velocity, T and Tt are the tensors of460

molecular and turbulent stresses, p is the pressure, g accel-461

eration due to gravity, and Mi,j is the superposition of drag462

FD,ij force, added mass force Fvmi,j , and lift force FLi,j . The463

molecular stress tensor in the particulate phase is computed464

using the base fluid viscosity, which is a reasonable assump-465

tion for low concentrations of particles used in the exper-466

iments. It is also confirmed experimentally by Hamze et467

al.[43] for homogeneous dispersions of MWCNTs in wa-468

ter. The turbulent stress is computed in the base fluid for469

Re>4000 using the k-epsilon model, and there was also sim-470

ulated a laminar case for Re=2380. The turbulent viscosity471

in the particulate phase is obtained using the turbulent re-472

sponse concept via the respective parameter of the base fluid473

�tp = �p∕�l�
t
l .474

Aphenomenon that is important in the flowswith nanopar-475

ticles is the Brownian motion [44]. The process results in476

thermophoresis when sufficient temperature gradients are formed477

in the flow. Using expressions from the detailed review by478

Sager [45], we estimated that the momentum of nanoparti-479

cles due to thermophoresis was at least 5 orders larger than480

the motion of the particles due to collisions caused by Brow-481

nian dispersion, i.e. the Brownian diffusion. Therefore, in482

the present numerical approach, we assumed Brownian dif-483

fusion is negligible and model thermophoresis via the re-484

spective expression Ftℎ, which is applied solely to the par-485

ticulate phase using the Kronecker‘s function �i,p. Another486

important remark follows from Michaelides [44] who men-487

tioned that turbulent diffusion adds 30% to the deposition488

of particles above 100 nm. Therefore, we include turbulent489

dispersion force Ftdi,j to Mi,j .490

The forces are given per unit volume of nanofluid scaling491

a single-particle force by the number density of nanoparti-492

cles np within a computational cell:493

FD,ij =
�d2

8
np�lCDCfC

−1
c ∣ vi − vj ∣

(

vi − vj
)

, (4)

where d is the size of the nanoparticles and CD is the494

drag coefficient computed using the standard expression by495

Schiller-Naumann [46]. The rarefaction of the continuous496

phase at the nanoparticle scale is accounted for by Cunning-497

ham’s correction [46]:498

Cc = 1 + Kn(2.49 + 0.85exp[−1.74∕Kn]), (5)

where Kn is Knudsen’s number for the nanoparticles.499

Following Fuchs [47], we introduce the statistically-average500

form-factor Cf=0.66 to account for an ellipsoid-like shape501

of the particles.502

The added mass term is given by [48]:503

Fvmij = Cvm�l�p

(

Dvi
Dt

−
Dvj
Dt

)

, (6)

where Cvm=0.5 is the virtual mass coefficient.504

The lift force is computed as follows [48]:505

FLij = C
l�l�p

(

vi − vj
)

×
(

∇ × vl
)

, (7)
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where C l=0.25 is the lift coefficient [49].506

The turbulent dispersion force depends on the turbulent507

diffusivity of the nanoparticles Dtd = �tl∕(�l�
t
l) with turbu-508

lent Prandtl number �tl=0.9 [50]:509

Ftdij =
3�p�lCD
4d

∣ vi − vj ∣ Dtd ⋅
(

∇ ln �i − ∇ ln �j
) (8)

The thermophoretic force Ftℎ is given by [51]:510

F tℎ =
−6np��l�ldCs
1 + 6CmKn

kl∕kp + 2CtKn
1 + 2kl∕kp + 4CtKn

∇Tl
Tl

, (9)

where ki is the thermal conductivity, �l is the kinematic511

viscosity of the liquid, and the coefficients are Cs = 1.17,512

Ct = 2.18 and Cm = 1.14 [46].513

The energy equation is given as [52]:514

D
[

�i�i
(

ei + 0.5 ∣ vi ∣2
)]

Dt
= −�i∇⋅

(

p ⋅ vi
)

+�i�ivi⋅g+qij

+ �i∇ ⋅
([

Ti + Tti
]

⋅ vi
)

+ �iqv + �i∇ ⋅∇
(

keff ,iTi
)

(10)

In Eq.10 ei = Cp,iTi is the enthalpy, the effective ther-515

mal conductivity of the phase is computed as ki+�tiCp,i∕�ti .516

The inter-phase heat transfer source term is given by Ranz-517

Marshall expression [46]. The thermal properties of the phases518

in Eqs.3 and 10 were set for each phase separately. The base519

fluid was defined as in [35, 36]. The thermal conductivity520

of the nanoparticles was taken from Zhang et al.[53] and the521

specific heat from Yi et al.[54]. In the simulations, we did522

not additionally customise the equivalent thermal properties523

of the nanofluid as they were not modified significantly due524

to the low content of nanoparticles used in the experiments.525

The volumetric heat generation term qv represents the526

volumetric absorption of thermal radiation. The source term527

depends on the nanofluid extinction coefficient �nf follow-528

ing Beer-Lambert’s law:529

qv =
d
dl

(

I exp{−�nf l}
)

, (11)

where I is the superposition of the heat flux from the530

top surface of the tubes It=rtG, where rt is the reflectance531

of the top surface, and the radiant heat reflected from the532

bottom (denoted as b) of the tube with the diameterDp: Ib =533

rtrbG exp{−�nfDp}. The coordinate l is the lightpath in the534

respective direction.535

A simplified correlation is developed for the extinction536

coefficient of the nanofluid using the experimental data from537

Table 1. Following Taylor et al.[55], the efficiency of ex-538

tinction is given by the sum of the absorption efficiency and539

the scattering efficiency. The latter is an order of magnitude540

smaller. When combined in the extinction coefficient, both541

terms are proportional to the volume fraction of the nanopar-542

ticles, while the second term is also dependent on d3. There-543

fore, we fit the average extinction coefficient, obtained exper-544

imentally, as:545

�nf = �f +
3
2
�p

(

1 + d3



)

, (12)

where �f is the average extinction coefficient of the base546

fluid (determined experimentally) and =2.3⋅106 m−1 and547

=10 m3 are the fitting constants.548

The governing equations were discretised in space using549

the upwind scheme. The temporal discretisation was done550

using the second-order Euler implicit technique with a time551

step of 10 ms. The equations were solved numerically us-552

ing SIMPLE with the following relaxation coefficients: 0.7553

velocity, 0.8 turbulent model, 0.3 pressure, 0.9 enthalpy, 0.5554

volume fraction. The simulations were considered conver-555

gent when the residuals dropped below 10−5. In addition,556

we monitored the main process parameters: the thermal effi-557

ciency, the pressure drop, the volume fraction, and the values558

of Y+ that were always below unity. Thesemonitors reached559

a steady-state when the simulation converged.560

The proposed modelling approach including the combi-561

nation of the multiphase Eulerian model with the k-epsilon562

model does not demand high computational costs and be-563

comes suitable for simulation of photothermal phenomena564

at a device scale. In this study, we ran the simulations using565

25 cores INTEL(R) Xeon(R) W-2195 CPU @ 2.30 GHz.566

4. Results and discussion567

4.1. Experiments568

At first, it is important to compare how the volumetric569

absorption of thermal radiation differs from the surface ab-570

sorption in our system. In Fig.6A, we demonstrate how the571

temperature difference between the outlet and the inlet from572

the DASC depends on the flow rate in case water is used573

in the collector. As expected, the heating of the fluid re-574
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duces with the flow rate due to reduced residence time in575

the collector. The heating of water in transparent channels is576

lower than in blackened ones due to the lower amount of ab-577

sorbed energy in the system: both uncoated glass and water578

are weak absorbers of light energy. In contrast, a black, opa-579

que surface absorbs more heat when exposed to light and580

transfers heat to water through a combined action of ther-581

mal conduction and forced convection. Further, the plot of582

Fig.6B presents how the nanofluid with 0.01% wt. MWCNT583

is heated for the equivalent flow rates. The nanofluid be-584

comes warmer by 9...27% compared to in the opaque and585

transparent case. Nevertheless, the general tendency of de-586

creasing liquid heating with an increasing flow rate persists.587

The concentration of nanoparticles also affects the heat-588

ing of the nanofluid in the collector. It is clearly seen in Fig.589

7, which also shows the existence of the optimum concen-590

tration. At this concentration, the maximum temperature is591

gained by the nanofluid at the same flow rate and irradiation.592

As will be shown below, the optimal particle concentration593

in our study was 0.01%. The nanofluid absorbs more ther-594

mal energy than the opaque receiver due to the difference in595

the temperature profiles at the irradiated surface. The opa-596

que receiver transfers the absorbed heat to the working fluid597

due to thermal conduction within the wall and convection598

from the wall to the liquid. There must be a considerable599

temperature gradient between the receiver and the liquid, so600

the temperature of the receiver is relatively high compared601

to the bulk of the liquid. This means that the thermal leaks602

from the opaque system are significant.603

In DASC, the radiated heat is absorbed mostly on the604

particles’ surface and less by the carrier fluid. In this case,605

heat is transferred from the overheated particles directly to606

the base fluid, skipping the conduction stage in the collec-607

tor‘s wall. The surface of the collector is colder which drops608

the thermal loss to the environment. It is also confirmed by609

the performance analysis of the DASC shown in more detail610

in Fig.8. This figure shows the dependence of the collector‘s611

thermal efficiency on the particle concentration and the volu-612

metric flow rate of nanofluids for four groups of experiments.613

The groups differ by the irradiation and the temperature drop614

between the environment and the inlet of the collector.615

Fig. 8 illustrates that for MWCNT concentrations above616

0.003% the nanofluid sets sufficiently higher efficiency than617

the opaque surface. The highest efficiency in the range 0.80...0.97618

was achieved with a 0.01% wt. nanofluid. It is 5.8...37.9%619

higher than for the opaque receiver.620
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Figure 6: The temperature difference between outlet and in-
let of the DASC with water (A) and nanofluid (B) for differ-
ent flow rates and optical conditions at G = 915 W/m2. The
concentration of nanoparticles was 0.01 %wt.

The advantage of DASC becomes more significant with621

an increase in the temperature drop between the liquid and622

the environment. For the case when Ti-Ta=20 ◦C , the nano-623

fluid of optimum composition delivers 25...35% more heat624

than the opaque solar collector. However, we note that the625

nanofluid-basedDASC reduces the efficiency by 5% and 25%626

when the temperature drop increases by 10 ◦C and 20 ◦C ,627

respectively.628

The thermal efficiency is proportional to the flow rate, in-629

creasing by 10...15% when the flow goes from 2 to 10 l/min630

at irradiation of 915 W/m2. It is interesting to observe that631

the efficiency drops at reduced irradiation (G = 500 W/m2)632

in the nanofluid-based DASC for the maximum flow rate633

8...10 l/min. At the same time, the opaque system demon-634

strates a continuous increase of efficiency with the flow. The635

appearance of the optimal flow rate in DASC is explained as636

follows. In DASC, nanofluid is the main absorber of light637
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Figure 7: The temperature difference between outlet and in-
let of the DASC for different concentrations at 7.9 l/min and
G = 915 W/m2.

energy, which leads to its overheating relative to the trans-638

parent wall. Therefore, a decrease in the flow rate below the639

optimal value increases the irradiation time of the particles640

in the frontal layers of nanofluid and their superheating. On641

the opposite, an increase in the flow rate intensifies the heat642

transfer between the wall and the liquid. Both cases lead643

to increased heat losses. In a collector with a blackened ab-644

sorber, the heat absorbed on its surface is directed either into645

the liquid or the environment. Therefore, an increase in the646

flow rate of the fluid and the intensity of heat transfer will647

increase the part of the heat that goes into the liquid and, as648

a result, continuously increase the efficiency. Out of this ob-649

servation we conclude that the optimum set point of DASC650

results in a notably lower pumping cost which is another ad-651

vantage of the proposed system.652

The effect of particle concentration on the DASC ther-653

mal efficiency is shown in Fig. 9. The figure presents the654

thermal efficiency, averaged over the entire range of flow655

rates for every studied concentration of particles.656

Fig. 9 confirms that an optimum concentration of nanopar-657

ticles exists. At this concentration, the thermal efficiency of658

DASC is maximum. The optimum concentration was 0.01%659

wt., which allowed for obtaining a the thermal efficiency up660

to 96.7%. The effect of concentration on thermal efficiency661

is explained as follows. At low concentrations, the nanopar-662

ticles do not provide much surface to absorb incident radi-663

ation in bulk and total amount of absorbed energy in fluid664

is low. However, increasing the concentration over the opti-665

mum, the system gets into conditions when the radiation is666

absorbed in a thin layer of fluid adjacent to the outer surface.667

Therefore, the DASC asymptotically approaches the opaque668

case with surface absorption which is characterised by the669

noticeable overheating of the absorber surface relative to the670

ambient and, as a consequence, higher heat losses. This also671

correlates with the data obtained for the heating of nanoflu-672

ids, shown in Figure 7.673

We also note that the nanofluid with concentration 0.082674

% wt. deviates from the described qualitative behaviour for675

the group with the maximum temperature drop. We address676

this observation to a partial destabilisation of the nanofluid at677

this relatively high initial concentration. The deposits orig-678

inating from the unstable nanofluid formed a semi-opaque679

environment with reduced MWCNT concentration in bulk,680

resulting in a relatively high thermal efficiency. However,681

this efficiency was not over the maximum value at the opti-682

mum concentration.683

The thermal efficiency of our DASC was compared in684

Fig.10 with the third-party studies of the nanofluid-based685

DASCs and the efficiency of commercial solar collectors with686

the opaque receivers. A flat collector with the selective coat-687

ing [56] (Moscow, Russia) and a vacuum tube collector with688

heat pipes [57] (Warwick, USA) were chosen as the com-689

mercial models.690

Fig. 10 shows that DASC with carbon-based nanofluids691

has the highest thermal efficiency, which can be explained692

by the better absorbance of the carbon material. The se-693

lected commercial collectors generally have better perfor-694

mance than the third-party DASCs with nanofluids which695

possess a rather simplistic thermal design. The third-party696

results show that, in general, our DASC returns up to 55.8%697

higher thermal efficiency.698

Several reasons can lead to this result. The first is the699

tubular design of the collector, so it was possible to arrange700

for the reliable thermal insulation of every tube. In other701

studies, a flat fluid compartment was chosen, often without702

thermal insulation. An exception is the study by Li [27],703

where a tubular concentrating collector with reflectors was704

used. The thermal efficiency of this collector is comparable705

and, in several cases, exceeds the efficiency of our DASC.706

Another reason is the use of a higher flow rate in our work,707

while in other studies, the nanofluid flow rate did not exceed708

1.5 l/min. The simultaneous use of tubular channels and the709

increased flow rates leads to higher Reynolds numbers and,710

consequently, to better turbulent mixing in the flow. In our711

case, the nanoparticles heated at the top surface will swiftly712
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Figure 8: The thermal efficiency of DASC for different MWCNT concentrations, flow rates, temperature drops, and optical
conditions

move into deeper layers, providing a more uniform heating713

of the receiver. On the contrary, low flow rates in wide flat714

channels do not intensify particulate dispersion in the flow.715

It leads to larger temperature gradients in the liquid and in-716

creases the thermal leaks.717

The optimum concentration of particles in the third-party718

experiments with carbon-based nanofluids is in the range of719

0.005...0.1%wt. Therefore, the optimum particle concentra-720

tion detected in our study is consistent with other works. The721

observed range of variation of the optimum concentration is722

most likely associated with the different shapes and sizes of723

particles and different geometry of the collector channels,724

affecting both the temperature distribution in the liquid and725

the heat losses to the environment.726

Comparing the thermal efficiency of our DASC with the727

commercial collectors, we demonstrate that the efficiency of728

our system is up to 20% better than for the vacuum tube type729

collector and up to 25% higher than for the flat-plate col-730

lector. However, our DASC performs better than the com-731

mercial collectors in a rather narrow temperature drop range,732

namely below 30 ◦C . When approaching this value, the733

DASC thermal efficiency becomes comparable with the se-734

lected commercial models. We address this issue to a less735

than optimum thermal insulation of the top surface and the736

lack of anti-reflective coating used in the commercial mod-737

els.738

At the end of the analysis, it is essential to note that the739

hydraulic resistance of our DASC is low. The pumping cost740

at the maximum experimental flow rate deducts only 0.2%741

from the total efficiency of the system.742
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Figure 9: The thermal efficiency of DASC averaged within
the range 2...10 l/min for different particle concentrations.
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Figure 10: Efficiency grade plots for DASCs and commer-
cial solar collectors. Third-party experiments: 1. Delfani
et al. [25] (MWCNT, 1.34% wt.), 2. Vakili et al. [26]
(graphene, 0.005% wt.), 3. Li et al. [27] (MWCNT, 0.005%
wt., vacuum), 4. Gupta et al.[23] (Al2O3, 0.02% wt.) , 5.
Karami et al. [24] (CuO, ≈1.45% wt.), 6. Kumar et al. [29]
(gold, 0.0002% wt.).

4.2. Notes on the operation of DASC743

The developed fluids are easy to produce and of a rather744

simplistic composition. Our nanofluids are manufactured at745

a moderate cost of about 2.6 $/kg. The nanofluids demon-746

strated good operational applicability and a high compatibil-747

ity with standard household centrifugal pumps designed for748

pumping clean single-phase liquids. The waste nanofluids749

were evaporated under moderate irradiation from the lamps.750

We stored the remaining deposit of the agglomerated nanopar-751

ticles. Our experiments were carried out for 45 days, during752

which the system was in continuous operation 10...15 hours753

per day. During this time, the pump did not present any sign754

of malfunction.755

The visual inspection of the rig revealed several places756

of local contamination of tubes by a thin layer of graphene.757

Typical places of contamination were associated with lo-758

cal hydraulic resistances: bends, T-junction, extensions, and759

valves. Most probably, this is due to the influence of several760

factors: enhanced local body forces (e.g., centrifugal) that761

increased the deposition of particles, and turbulent diffusion762

of the particles towards the walls. In addition, the deposits763

are found where local reduction of shear stress took place764

in the flow. Therefore, the shear-based removal of the de-765

posited nanoparticles was weaker there than in the rest of766

the tubes.767

The overall contamination of the loop was not intense:768

the contamination did not reduce the flow area of the circuit769

pipelines and did not block the pump and control valves. The770

observed deposit layer was micro-sized. The glass tubes of771

the DASC and silicone hoses remained transparent even in772

the presence of contamination. Several examples of deposits773

found in different regions of the rig are depicted in the Sup-774

plementary Materials.775

Another very intense deposition of the particles took place776

in the pump. A thin micro-sized layer of MWCNTs was uni-777

formly distributed over the internal surface of casing of the778

pump and locally at the impeller. The image of the deposit is779

presented in the Supplementary Materials. A probable rea-780

son for this deposition is the turbulent diffusion of nanopar-781

ticles, as the turbulence was most intensive in the pump. We782

note that the deposition did not influence the operation of783

the pump. The bottom of the expansion tank was locally784

covered with a thin layer of particles which were obviously785

agglomerates deposited under the gravity.786

The glass tubes of the DASC were less contaminated.787

At concentrations of nanofluid below 0.01% wt., contami-788

nation was not visually detected. At higher concentrations,789

contamination was local, and the contaminated areas looked790

as shown in Fig. 11. The least intensive deposition in the791

glass tubes might be due to the combination of the follow-792

ing factors: weaker turbulent diffusion and the absence of793

local flow resistance. Another possible reason might be the794

difference between Hamaker constants for the glass and the795

polymer the pump was made of.796
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Figure 11: Local contamination of glass tubes by nanofluids
with MWCNT concentration > 0.01% wt.

After experiments, the main flow loop of the setup was797

cleaned by pigging and flushing with the water-ethanol mix-798

ture (4:1). In the Supplementary Materials, we depict how799

the system looked after the cleaning procedure. We note800

that the regular maintenance of the nanofluid-based DASC801

is not suitable for a solar domestic hot water system. More802

research should be dedicated towards the development of803

chemicals suitable for hydraulic flashing of MWCNT de-804

posits.805

4.3. Simulations806

4.4. Validation807

We validate the model by comparing the overall tem-808

perature increase in the DASC with the model for different809

optical alternatives and flow rates. Fig.6 demonstrates that810

the model-predicted temperature difference reduces with the811

flow rate due to the shortage of residence time in the collec-812

tor. To limit the instrumentation uncertainty, we present in813

Fig. 6 a range between two model outputs where the inlet814

temperature is subtracted from the average outlet tempera-815

ture and the spatial position of the outlet temperature sensor.816

Reading the figure, we conclude that the simulations com-817

pare very well with the experiments for the surface absorp-818

tion case. The average discrepancy is well below 10%, so819

the CFD-predicted values are always within the interval of820

experimental uncertainties. The discrepancy increases to an821

average of 22% when we simulate the volumetric absorption822

case with water in the DASC. Here the model underpredicts823

the experiment. The CFD-output at the position of the out-824

let sensor is just at the tip of the experimental uncertainty825

interval, which could be due to the non-uniform distribution826

of radiant heat from the lamps that is not accounted for by827

the model. A discrepancy may also originate from a mutual828

reflection of light from the tubes.829

The model of the nanofluid-based DASC underpredicts830

the experiment for the turbulent cases and several CFD-points831

are outside the interval of experimental uncertainties. The832

average discrepancy here is not much different for a single-833

phase case and equals 25%. The sensor-based output is closer834

to the experiment as for the single-phase case, so the flow835

patterns of the model correlate with the experiment. The836

largest deviation is observed in the laminar case, where the837

difference is 44%. Mixed convection is expected for this flow838

condition. The regime becomes sensitive to viscosity of the839

fluid, especially for the MWCNT deposits, which form at840

the lowest flow rates. Following the simulation results, the841

deposits may pack up to 0.1% wt. (see Fig.16). The appar-842

ent viscosity of the aqueous MWCNT nanofluid may grow843

by 20% at this concentration [43]. Another source of uncer-844

tainty is the cylindrical shape of the particles, which might845

influence the deposition for the laminar case.846

Fig.7 illustrates how the model predicts the temperature847

difference when altering concentration of particles at a fixed848

flow rate. It follows from the figure that the model repro-849

duces the experiments well, mostly within the interval of850

experimental uncertainties. The average discrepancy is 11%.851

Following themodel, the theoretical optimum of the concen-852

tration is 0.006% wt. which is a possible value taking into853

account the resolution of the experimental plot. This con-854

centration corresponds to the experimental observations by855

Li et al.[27] for a similar collector with MWCNT-based na-856

nofluid. The model overpredicts the experiment at the most857

dilute concentration. We address this deviation to the dis-858

crepancy of fit for the extinction coefficient given in Eq.12.859

4.5. Flow patterns860

Next, we consider the flow patterns in the DASC focus-861

ing on the velocity profiles. They are presented in Fig.12862

in terms of the streamlines of flow velocity. The most in-863

teresting evolution of the flow takes place in the bend‘s re-864

gion, which is shown in the figure. Here we observe the865

centrifugal acceleration of the flow by up to 160% of the866

average velocity. The acceleration results in the formation867

of Dean vortices. The vortices twist the velocity profile af-868

ter the bends, so the minimum of the velocity shifts towards869

the top surface in the second pipe of the collector. The vor-870

tices further interfere, so the maximum goes to the top in871

the next two pipes. The next round of interference results in872
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a nearly-uniform profile in the rest half of the DASC. The873

three-dimensional velocity profiles are available in the sup-874

plementary Star-View+ (freeware) scene file (Streamlines.sce).875

We note that the nanoparticles do not influence the velocity876

profile in the turbulent flow regime due to the low concen-877

tration.878

 

Figure 12: Streamlines of flow velocity at 7.9 l/min

Next, we present the temperature profile where the dif-879

ference between the opaque surface without nanoparticles880

and the DASC is clear. There are transversal profiles of the881

temperature in Fig.13. To account for slightly different tem-882

peratures in the tank and the surrounding air, in the figure,883

we present the results in terms of the reduced temperature884

� =
(

T − Ti
)

∕
(

Ti − Ta
), where indices a and i denote am-885

bient and inlet conditions.886

inletoutlet

gravity

Opaque

DASC

Figure 13: Distribution of reduced temperature in transver-
sal cross-sections in the centre of DASC at ≈ 8 l/min and G
= 915 W/m2. The DASC with 0.01 %wt. is compared to an
equivalent case with the opaque top surface with water.

It follows from the figure that the temperature profile is887

highly non-uniform in the surface absorption case. This is888

due to the dependence of local heat transfer on flow velocity889

at the top boundary. As a result, the warmest flow resides890

in a thin boundary layer adjacent to the top boundary while891

the bottom layers of fluid are still relatively cold. Therefore,892

the thermal loss is highest at the top boundary. The tempera-893

ture profile develops with flow velocity, so the quasi-uniform894

temperature distribution is detected in the very center of the895

collector. The temperature gradient restores further down-896

flow.897

The temperature profile in the nanofluid-based DASC is898

different. We detect a sufficiently uniform distribution of899

temperature in the cross-sections while the maximum is still900

associatedwith the top half of the cross-section. The temper-901

ature gradient is smaller than in the surface absorption case,902

and so the thermal leaks are lower for the DASC. The tem-903

perature profiles are less dependent on local flow velocity as904

the fluid’s volumetric heating takes place in the DASC. The905

axial distribution of temperature from Fig.14 demonstrates906

a continuous temperature increase along the DASC. The de-907

tailed three-dimensional temperature profiles are found in908

the supplementary scene file (T_nanofluid.sce).909

 

Figure 14: Distribution of reduced temperature in the mid-
line cross-section of the DASC at 7.9 l/min, 0.01 %wt., and
G = 915 W/m2.

4.6. Deposition efficiency910

We quantify the total deposition of the nanoparticles in911

the collector using the deposition efficiency term [40] de-912

fined here as the fraction of particles left in the collector.913

This parameter is presented in Fig.15 for different Reynolds914

numbers of the flow. Reading the plot, we note the parameter915

reduces with the flow from 49% in laminar regime down to916

1...2% in a turbulent flow. A qualitatively similar trend was917

observed in [40] for a micro-scale DASC with laminar flow918

and smaller nanoparticles. However, in the latter case, the919

maximum efficiency was 7%. Several mechanisms promote920

the deposition in the model: turbulent diffusion and settling921

due to gravity and the centrifugal forces in bends. The de-922

position is mitigated by lift at high flow velocities. The ther-923

mophoresis prevents the particles from being deposited at924

the heated surface while promoting the deposition at the cold925

bottom wall. The maximum deposition is observed at low926

Reynolds numbers. In this case, the most important driver927

of deposition is the body force. In addition, the maximum928

temperature gradient is established at low flow and so pro-929

motes thermophoretic drift towards the cold wall. The lift930
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force is lowest for the low Re.931

The present model does not account for Brownian dif-932

fusion of the particles. Therefore, it is interesting to order-933

of-magnitude estimate the influence of this mechanism on934

the deposition. Here we adopt the expression from Gormley935

and Kennedy [47, 58] to compute the Brownian deposition936

efficiency in a pipe of the length equivalent to our DASC:937

�d = 1−0.82e−3.66�−0.097e−22.2�−0.0135e−53�, (13)

where � = 4DBs∕D2pvl with the length of the pipes s938

and mean flow velocity vl. The coefficient of Brownian dif-939

fusion is taken from Sager [45] as DB = kBT lCc∕3��ld940

where T l is the collector-average temperature and kB is the941

Boltzmann constant. The resulting diffusion coefficient was942

about 3⋅10−12 which corresponded to the recent experimen-943

tal measurements by Rudyak and Tretiakov [59] concerning944

a similar MWCNT-nanofluid stabilised by sodium dodecyl-945

benzenesulfonate.946
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Figure 15: The deposition efficiency as a function of
Reynolds number

In Fig.15 we show how the function from Eq.13 depends947

on Re. It is seen that the sensitivity of the Brownian de-948

position to the flow in DASC is minimal and is mainly at-949

tributed to the change of the mean flow temperature. For950

high Reynolds numbers, the expression overpredicts the mo-951

del with a low difference of 3%. This means that the Brown-952

ian deposition (Eq.13) and the combination of the turbulent953

and thermophoretic deposition are of a similar order. How-954

ever, the model overpredicts Eq.13 by 42% for Re<3000,955

meaning that the deposition in DASC is not entirely due to956

the Brownian diffusion to the walls. We attribute the differ-957

ence to a combined action of centrifugal forces in the bends958

and the enhanced thermophoresis which are not accounted959

for in the expression.960

We further analyse themodel-predicted concentration pro-961

files. They are shown in Fig.16 by iso-surfaces of MWCNT962

volume fraction (scaled with an inlet value). We depict non-963

uniform deposition with the 12.5-fold concentration increase964

in the deposits. The most notable sedimentation happens in965

the bends and at the bottom surface of the collector. It con-966

firms that the centrifugal force in bends and the gravity are967

the main drivers of the process. The deposition profiles in968

the glass tubes are qualitatively similar to those observed ex-969

perimentally (see e.g., Fig. 11).970

flow

gravity

Figure 16: Surface plots of nanoparticle volume fraction in
the vicinity of bends at 7.9 l/min, 0.01 %wt., and G = 915
W/m2. The concentration is scaled with the initial value.

5. Conclusions971

The study of the nanofluid-based direct absorption solar972

collector demonstrated that MWCNTs can significantly in-973

crease the efficiency of the solar thermal collection in com-974

parison with the standard technology. The optimum con-975

centration of particles exists, and the optimum was 0.01%976

wt. in this study. The nanofluid with this concentration al-977

lowed for an increase in the efficiency of the solar collec-978

tor by 5.8...37.9% relative to an equivalent geometry with979

surface absorption. The increase in thermal efficiency is980

achieved by reducing heat losses from the collector elements:981

volumetric light absorption in the nanofluid excludes over-982

heating of the collector surfaces relative to the liquid and983

equalises the temperature field in bulk. The optimum con-984

centration of particles is closely related to the geometry of985

the receiver andmust be determined individually experimen-986

tally or by simulation.987

The nanofluid used in the study demonstrated good op-988

erational stability. The production of the nanofluid was sim-989
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ple and did not require complex technical solutions. During990

operation in the collector for 45 days, there was neither a991

malfunction in the system nor visible mechanical damage or992

wear of elements. However, there were observed deposits993

that might lower the long-term performance of the DASC.994

To address this issue, we tried several routines of mechan-995

ical and chemical cleaning of the equipment. The combi-996

nation of both methods leads to the best result. In addition997

to good performance characteristics, the nanofluid demon-998

strated high stability, remaining homogeneous for at least six999

months after production. The formation of small and easily1000

removable sediment was observed in samples over 0.01 wt%,1001

in which the ratio of surfactant mass to particle mass was the1002

lowest.1003

The CFDmodel of the studied DASCwith nanofluid was1004

developed. The model was used to provide detailed insight1005

into the flow patterns of the DASC. The model was validated1006

against the experiments with the discrepancy in the range1007

10...25%. The model demonstrated that, unlike in the pre-1008

vious studies of the flat DASCs, the tubular design of the1009

collector resulted in the intensive mixing of the phases. The1010

flow was well agitated, so the deposition efficiency was less1011

than 5% in the turbulent flow regime.1012

The model was used to tune-up the composition of the1013

nanofluid theoretically. The model-predicted optimum was1014

slightly lower (0.006%) than in the experiment (0.01%), which1015

was a possible value when accounting for the experimental1016

uncertainties. The simulation of particle deposition resulted1017

with a qualitatively similar sedimentation profile relative to1018

the observed contamination in the experiments. The devel-1019

opedmodel is a useful tool for designing the nanofluid-based1020

direct absorption collectors.1021
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